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Abstra t. We give two algorithms for nding all approximate mat hes of a pattern in a text,
where the edit distan e between the pattern and the mat hing text substring is at most k. The rst
3
algorithm, whi h is quite simple, runs in time O( nk
m + n + m) on all patterns ex ept k -break periodi
4
strings (de ned later). The se ond algorithm runs in time O( nk
m + n + m) on k -break periodi
patterns. The two lasses of patterns are easily distinguished in O(m) time.
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1. Introdu tion. The approximate string mat hing problem is to nd all those
positions in a given text whi h are the left endpoints of substrings whose edit distan e
to a given pattern is at most a given number k. Here, the edit distan e between two
strings is the minimum number of insertions, deletions and substitutions needed to
onvert one string to the other. It is onvenient to say that su h a substring mat hes
the pattern.
This problem is of signi ant importan e, espe ially in the ontext of identifying
sequen es similar to a query sequen e in a protein or nu lei a id database. In this
ase, the insertions, deletions, and substitutions need to be appropriately weighted,
however. This variant of the problem is tou hed on only brie y in this paper for there
are other issues to resolve.
Let n be the length of the text and m the length of the pattern. Then an O(nm)
algorithm is easy to obtain. This algorithm is a dynami programming algorithm
that nds the edit distan e between every pre x of the pattern and every pre x of
the text, not ounting any ost for hara ters in the text whi h are to the left of the
pattern (we will refer to this as the lo al edit distan e). The number of text-pattern
pre x pairs is O(nm), and ea h pair an be pro essed in onstant time, provided the
pairs are pro essed in a ertain natural order. The way to think about this order is
to onsider an array with olumns asso iated with text pre xes of in reasing length
ordered towards the right and rows asso iated with pattern pre xes of in reasing
length ordered downwards. Ea h entry in this array represents the lo al edit distan e
of a text-pattern pre x pair. These entries are omputed in an order su h that all
entries in rows 1 : : : i are omputed before row i + 1 is omputed, and the entries
within a row are pro essed in order from left to right.
Landau and Vishkin[LV89℄ obtained an O(nk) algorithm for this problem. This
algorithm was based on the above dynami programming paradigm as well. However,
their order of omputing the array entries was a lever one. They observed that
in ea h 45-degree top-left to bottom-right diagonal, the entries are non-de reasing
downwards and that one need ompute only k entries in ea h diagonal, namely those
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entries whose value is di erent from the value of the pre eding entry in the same
diagonal. They show how these entries an be omputed in onstant time per entry,
using a suÆx tree of the pattern and the text.
Some other early work on this problem is des ribed in [LV85, LV86, LV88, GG88,
GP90℄.
The question that then arose was whether an O(n + m) time algorithm was
possible, at least for the ase when k is small, e.g., O(m ), for some  between 0 and
1. The intuition whi h suggests that this would be possible is that most of the pattern
must mat h exa tly when k is small.
An algorithm with an average ase performan e of O( nk m m ) time on random
strings when k < mm O was given by Chang and Lawler[CL90℄. While linear
(sublinear, a tually) on the average, the worst ase performan e of this algorithm was
still (nk). The assumption of the text being random is a strong one as random
strings do not mat h with very high probability, but this algorithm may work well
even on somewhat less random strings.
Baeza-Yates and Navarro [BN96℄ gave an algorithm with a running time of O(n)
for the ase when mk = O(log n). In addition, they obtained another algorithm whose
performan e in the average ase is O(n) for medium k=m ratios. They also report
nding this algorithm to be faster than previous algorithms experimentally, espe ially
in the ase when the pattern has moderate size, the error ratio k=m is not too high,
and the alphabet size is not too small.
Re ently, the above question was answered positively by Sahinalp and Vishkin[SV97℄,
who obtained
an
algorithm
with the following performan e. Their algorithm takes
n
1
1
log
3
log
3
O(nk
( m ) + n + m) time when there is no periodi ity anywhere in the
text or the pattern. Here, no periodi ity means that even very lo al periodi ity, e.g.,
two repeated hara ters, is not allowed. When1 there exists1 any periodi ity in the text,
the time taken by their algorithm is O(nk log 3 ( m n ) log 3 + n + m). Their algorithm
uses the te hnique of deterministi oin tossing in order to sparsify the set of diagonals whi h need to be pro essed in the above array, and then pro esses only these
diagonals using the Landau-Vishkin algorithm. This te hnique and the asso iated
proofs of omplexity and orre tness, espe ially when there is periodi ity present, are
fairly involved.
Our ontribution in the paper is twofold.
1. We give a very simple way of sparsifying the set of diagonals whi h need to be
pro essed in the above matrix. This method is ompletely di erent from the SahinalpVishkin algorithm and does not use deterministi oin tossing. All it requires is nding
all o urren es of a number of aperiodi 3pattern substrings of suitable length in the
text. This immediately gives us an O( nkm + n + m) time algorithm, ex ept when the
pattern and the text are k-break periodi . By k-break periodi , we mean that there
are O(k) substrings of size k ea h su h that the portions of the text and the pattern
between these substrings (or breaks, as we all them) are all periodi . We believe
that k-break periodi is a rather stri t property and k-break periodi strings would
be quite rare in pra ti e.
4
2. We show how to pro ess k-break periodi texts and patterns in O( nkm +n+m) time.
log
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1 Aperiodi , here and now on, refers to the usual notion of periodi ity, i.e., the largest proper
suÆx of the substring whi h is also a pre x has length less than half that of the substring. This
notion of aperiodi ity is mu h weaker than that required by the Sahinalp-Vishkin algorithm.
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While pro4 essing su h strings in O( nkm6 + n + m) and even O( nkm5 + n + m) is quite easy,
the O( nkm + n + m) time algorithm is non-trivial. The te hni al diÆ ulties we fa e in
obtaining this algorithm in lude the fa t that the various periodi stret hes between
breaks need not have the same period and that periodi stret hes in the pattern and
the text need not align in a mat h of the pattern. Of ourse, there annot be too
many misalignments, sin e only k mismat hes are allowed.
Thus, this paper gives an algorithm for approximate string mat hing whi h is not
only faster and simpler than the Sahinalp-Vishkin algorithm, but also helps understand what kinds of text and patterns are hard
to handle for this problem and why.
We onje ture that the right bound is O( nkm3 + n + m) even for the k-break periodi
ase, but have been unable to obtain an algorithm with this performan e. We also
believe that obtaining an algorithm whi h takes o( nkm3 + n + m) time will be hard.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 gives some ne essary
de nitions. Se tion 3 gives an overview of our algorithm
and Se tion 4 des ribes our
nk3
sparsi ation algorithm and how it gives an O( m + n + m) time algorithm for the
ase when either the text or the pattern is not k-break periodi . One of the tools used
in this algorithm is a simple modi ation of the Landau-Vishkin algorithm [LV89℄ and
is des ribed in Se tion 5 (this modi ation is also used in [SV97℄). Se tion 6 des ribes
how to pro ess the text when the pattern is k-break periodi but the text is not.
Se tion 7 des ribes the
rst attempt at handling k-break periodi patterns and texts
and obtains an O( nkm6 + n + m) time algorithm. Se tion
8 gives our more sophisti ated
9 gives
s heme to handle su h patterns and texts in O( nkm4 + n + m) time. Se tion
nk3
some intuition regarding the diÆ ulties to be over ome in obtaining an O( m + n + m)
time algorithm. Se tion 10 brie y dis usses the weighted version of the problem.
2. De nitions and Preliminaries. We assume that suÆx trees for the pattern
and the text an be onstru ted in linear time [CR94, F98℄.
We will assume4 that m, the pattern length, is at least 5k . The Landau-Vishkin
+ n + m) time algorithm is used for shorter patterns.
O(nk + m) = O( nk
m
We will also assume that the text has length 2m 2k and the pattern has length m.
If the text is longer then it is partitioned into pie es of length 2m 2k, with adja ent
pie es overlapping in m+k 1 hara ters. The reason this suÆ es is that any substring
of the text whi h mat hes the pattern has length in the range [m k; m + k℄. Thus,
all mat hes of the pattern are ompletely ontained within some pie e.
Periodi ity. The period length of a string is de ned to be the smallest i, su h that
two instan es of the string, one shifted i to the right of the other, mat h wherever
they overlap. A string is said to be aperiodi if its period length is more than half
the string length, and periodi otherwise. A string is y li if it an be written as ui ,
i  2. A periodi string an be written as ui v , where u is a y li , i  2, and v is a
pre x of u. The following properties of periodi strings are well known (see [CR94℄)
and will be used impli itly throughout this paper.
1. The period length of a string an be determined in linear time, and so an
its lexi ographi ally least y li shift.
2. An a y li string is not identi al to any of its y li shifts. Therefore, a string
s annot be written as ui v and as u0i v 0 , where u 6= u0 , u; u0 are a y li , v is a
pre x of u, v0 is a pre x of u0, and juj + ju0 j  jsj.
3. If u is a y li , then every y li shift of u is a y li as well.
3
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. A k-break periodi string. Thi k regions orrespond to aperiodi substrings of length
are all at most k2 =2 in length.

Fig. 2.1
u; v; w

4. If string s has period length u but string sa (a is a single hara ter) does not
have period length u, then any suÆx of sa of length at least 2u is aperiodi .
k -break Periodi Strings. The pattern is said to be k -break periodi if it ontains
at most 2k 1 disjoint aperiodi substrings of length k . The text is said to be k-break
periodi if it ontains at most 10k 2 disjoint aperiodi substrings of length k .
Lemma 2.1. It an be determined in O (m) time if the text and the pattern are k break periodi . Further, if the pattern is not k -break periodi then 2k disjoint aperiodi
substrings of the pattern of length k ea h an be found in O(m) time. Similarly, if
the text is not k -break periodi then 10k 1 disjoint aperiodi substrings of the text
of length k ea h an be found in O(m) time.
Proof. We onsider only the pattern here. The text is pro essed similarly.
We pro ess the pattern from left to right, performing various rounds. In ea h
round, a new aperiodi length k substring disjoint from all previously found substrings is determined. The stret hes between any two onse utive substrings determined above will have period length at most k =2. Finally, if the olle tion of aperiodi
strings onstru ted above has size less than 2k then the pattern is k-break periodi .
The time taken by all rounds together will be O(m).
A round is performed as follows. The portion of the pattern to the right of the last
aperiodi length k substring determined earlier is onsidered in this round (if this is
the rst round, then the pattern is onsidered starting from its leftmost hara ter).
The shortest pre x s of this portion (see Fig.1) of the pattern with the following
properties is determined: jsj  k and the length k suÆx of s is aperiodi . This
omputation will take O(jsj) time and is des ribed in the next paragraph. The length
k suÆx of s is added to the olle tion of disjoint aperiodi strings being onstru ted.
The total time taken over all rounds is learly O(m).
It remains to show how s is determined in O(jsj) time. Let s0 denote the length k
pre x of the above portion of the pattern. First, the period length Æ of s0 is determined
in O(k ) time (see property 1 above). If Æ > k =2, then s = s0 . Otherwise, the
leftmost pattern hara ter p[i℄ to the right of s0 with the property that p[i℄ 6= p[i Æ℄
is determined; s is the extension of s0 up to and in luding p[i℄. The time taken above
is learly O(jsj). By property 4, the length k suÆx of s is aperiodi , as required.
Canoni al Periods. Consider a periodi string ui v, where v is a pre x of u, i  2,
and u is not y li . Note that all y li shifts of u are distin t sin e u is not y li . The
anoni al period of ui v is the string y whi h is the lexi ographi ally smallest ir ular
shift of u. Note that ui v an be written in a unique way as xyj z , where x is a suÆx
of y and z is a pre x of y. Also note that, given u, y an be determined in O(n) time
(see property 1 above) and that y is a y li as well (see property 3 above).
The following lemma about edit distan e between periodi strings will be instru2
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mental in the design of our algorithm.

Consider two strings ui and xwj y of the same length, where x is a
suÆx of w, y a pre x of w, and u; w are anoni al periods of their respe tive strings.
2
If jui j = jxwj y j  k 3 + k 2 and juj; jwj  k2 , then the edit distan e between these two
strings is at least k + 1, unless u = w.
Proof. Suppose u 6= w. Note that i  2(k + 1). There are two ases.
Lemma 2.2.

First, suppose juj = jwj, u and w annot be y li shifts of ea h other as they are
both anoni al periods. It follows that ea h o urren e of u must in ur at least one
mismat h. The lemma follows in this ase.
Se ond, suppose juj 6= jwj. Partition ui into disjoint substrings of length juj+jwj.
There must be at least k + 1 su h substrings. In addition, there must be at least
one insertion/deletion/substitution in ea h su h substring by property 2 above. The
lemma follows.
3. Overview. The algorithm rst determines if the pattern is k-break periodi .
More spe i ally, it determines whether there is a olle tion of 2k disjoint aperiodi
length k substrings in the pattern. Two ases are onsidered next, depending upon
whether or not su h a olle tion of substrings exists.
The Sparse Case. If su h a olle tion exists then Se tion 4 des ribes a sparsi ation
pro edure that determines O( km2 ) windows in the text, ea h of size k, whi h are the
only lo ations where pattern mat hes an possibly begin. The mat hes starting in
these windows are then found in O(m) time by a simple modi ation of the LandauVishkin algorithm des ribed in Se tion 5.
The k-break Periodi Case. On the other hand, if no su h olle tion exists, then
the pattern is k-break periodi . In this ase, in Se tion 6, we show that all mat hes of
the pattern in the text must o ur in a portion of the text whi h is k-break periodi .
We also show how this portion an be found in O(m) time. In Se tion 7, we show
how to nd all o urren es of k-break periodi patterns in k-break periodi texts in
O(k ) time. This is improved to O(k ) time in Se tion 8. This leads to an overall
omplexity of O( nkm4 + n + m) for this ase.
4. Sparsi ation. In this se tion, we assume that the pattern has 2k disjoint
aperiodi length k substrings and that these substrings have been found. We all
these substrings breaks. We show how to determine O( km2 ) text windows, ea h of size
k , in whi h potential mat hes of the pattern an begin. This will take O(m) time.
First, we nd all exa t o urren es of ea h of these 2k breaks in the text. Note
that these breaks have equal length. The time taken for this pro edure is O(m) using
a standard multiple pattern mat hing algorithm [AC75℄.
Next, we partition the text into disjoint pie es of size k . Consider a parti ular
pie e t[i : : : j ℄. We partition it into disjoint windows of size k ea h. We will show how
to determine at most 12 windows su h that any pattern mat h beginning in this pie e
must begin in one of these windows.
Note that at least k of the breaks must mat h exa tly in any mat h of the pattern.
Consider one parti ular break
x. As x is aperiodi , any two o urren es of x in the
k2
apart. It is not hard to show that any pattern mat h
text are at least distan e
beginning in t[i : : : j ℄ with x mat hing exa tly must begin in one of 6 size k windows
in t[i : : : j ℄ (see Fig.2). We an represent this fa t by putting a mark for x on ea h of
these windows. For a mat h to begin in a parti ular window, it must re eive a mark
from ea h of at least k breaks. Sin e ea h break marks at most six windows, there
2
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x
k2

x

x

 k22+1

Fig. 4.1. Windows whi h are marked for x. Filled ir les indi ate marks. Ea h instan e of the
pattern shown has x mat hing exa tly.

are at most 12k marks in all and therefore, at most 12 windows in whi h mat hes an
begin.
The veri ation of mat hes beginning in these windows is des ribed next. It
shows how all pattern mat hes beginning in a parti ular text window of length l an
be found in time O(k(k + l)). Thus all mat hes beginning in a parti ular text window
of length k an be found in O(k ) time. Then the time taken over all O( km2 ) windows
will be O(m).
5. The Landau-Vishkin Algorithm and Sparse Mat h Veri ation. First,
we give an overview of the Landau-Vishkin algorithm. Subsequently, we show how
to nd all pattern mat hes beginning in a parti ular text window of length l in time
O(k (k + l)). We assume that the suÆx tree of the pattern and the text ombined has
been onstru ted and pro essed for Least Common An estor queries [SV88℄ so that
the longest ommon pre x of any two suÆxes in the text/pattern an be determined
in O(1) time.
5.1. The Landau-Vishkin Algorithm. We review the Landau-Vishkin algorithm in this se tion. The lassi al approa h to solving approximate string mat hing
is to model it as a shortest paths problem on a graph de ned on the entries of the
following matrix.
Consider a matrix A[0 : : : m; 0 : : : 2m 2k℄. A[i; j ℄ will be the value of the best
mat h of p[1 : : : i℄ with any suÆx of t[1 : : : j ℄, for 1  i  m; 1  j  2m 2k. The
0th row and olumn are dummies put in for te hni al reasons whi h will be ome lear
shortly.
The Dependen y Graph. To determine the entries of A we de ne a dependen y
graph G with weighted edges as follows. For ea h i  1 and j  1, there is a dire ted
edge from A[i; j ℄ to ea h of A[i; j 1℄; A[i 1; j ℄; A[i 1; j 1℄, with weights 1; 1; y
respe tively, where y is 0 if t[j ℄ = p[i℄ and 1 otherwise. In addition, there is an edge
from A[i; 0℄ to A[i 1; 0℄ with weight 1 and another from A[0; j ℄ to A[0; j 1℄ with
weight 0, for ea h i  1 and ea h j  1.
It is easy to see that the value of A[i; j ℄ is the weight of the shortest path from
A[i; j ℄ to A[0; 0℄.
The Algorithm. This algorithm takes O(k) time for ea h diagonal in A. Consider
a diagonal A[0 + ; j + ℄ (here , * takes values from 1 to m). For ea h l = 1 : : : k, it
omputes the bottommost vertex on this diagonal whose shortest path has weight l.
This is done for ea h l in sequen e, ea h point taking onstant time to ompute.
Suppose the above has been done for a parti ular value of l for all diagonals.
Consider l + 1 now and the diagonal A[0 + ; j + ℄. The bottommost vertex with
shortest path l + 1 on this diagonal is omputed in onstant time as follows. Let
A[0 + a; j 1 + a℄; A[0 + b; j + b℄; A[0 + ; j + 1 + ℄ be the bottommost verti es on
their respe tive diagonals whose shortest paths have weight l (see Fig.3).
2
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0

[0 + e; j + e℄

A

0
1

. Finding the bottommost point on A[0 + ; j + ℄ with shortest path value l + 1.

Fig. 5.1

Consider the three points A[0+a; j +a℄; A[0+b+1; j +b+1℄; A[0+ +1; j + +1℄, and
take the bottommost of these three points; all this bottommost point A[0+ d; j + d℄.
Next, nd the bottommost point A[0 + e; j + e℄ su h that all the edges on the path
from A[0+ e; j + e℄ to A[0+ d; j + d℄ have weight 0. A[0+ e; j + e℄ is the required point.
The longest 0 weight path along a diagonal starting at any parti ular point on the
diagonal an be found in onstant time using a longest ommon pre x omputation.
5.2. Sparse Mat h Veri ation. We show how to nd all pattern mat hes
beginning in a parti ular text window t[i : : : i + l 1℄ of length l in time O(k(k + l)).
In fa t, our des ription will show how to nd pattern mat hes ending in parti ular
text window t[i : : : i + l 1℄ of length l in time O(k(k + l)). Pattern mat hes beginning
in the above window an be found using an analogous pro edure (imagine reversing
the pattern and the text).
Note that in order to determine pattern mat hes ending in the above text window,
it suÆ es to determine the bottommost points whose shortest paths have weight k on
ea h of the diagonals A[0 + ; i m + ℄ : : : A[0 + ; i m + l 1 + ℄. Let B denote
the band formed by these diagonals. Let B 0 denote the band formed by the diagonals
A[1 + ; i m k + ℄ : : : A[1 + ; i m + l 1 + k + ℄. The algorithm is based on
the following simple observation.
Observation: If the shortest path of a point in B has weight at most k, then this
shortest path stays entirely within B 0 . This is true be ause horizontal and verti al
edges have weight 1 in G. The shortest path of a point in B 0 B might leave B 0 .
However, to ompute shortest paths for points in B it is not ne essary to ompute
shortest paths of points in B 0 B orre tly; rather, it suÆ es to ompute shortest
paths using only edges in B 0 .
There are O(k + l) diagonals in B 0 . Running the Landau-Vishkin pro edure takes
O(k ) time per diagonal, giving O(k (k + l)) time overall.
Remark. Suppose we are given two strings s ; s , whi h are substrings of the pattern/text. Then note that the above pro edure an easily be generalized to nd the
edit distan es of s with ea h of the (k) longest suÆxes of s , in time O(k ). Ea h
1
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su h distan e is determined orre tly only if it is at most k. If it ex eeds k, then the
fa t that it ex eeds k is determined as well.
Further, note that the above pro edure an also be generalized to nd, for ea h of
the (k) longest suÆxes of s , the edit distan es with ea h of the (k) longest suÆxes
of s , in time O(k ). As in the previous paragraph, ea h su h distan e is determined
orre tly if it is at most k; otherwise, the fa t that it ex eeds k is determined.
6. Text Pro essing for K -Break Periodi Patterns. We assume that the
pattern has at most 2k 1 breaks, i.e., disjoint substrings of length k , su h that the
stret hes in between these breaks are periodi with period at most k =2. We show
how to obtain a substring z of the text su h that z is k-break periodi (i.e., has at
most 10k 2 breaks) and all potential mat hes of the pattern lie ompletely within
z . This is done in O(m) time.
Let x be the shortest text substring with its right end oin iding with the middle
of the text and having 2(2k 1)+ k +1 = 5k 1 disjoint aperiodi substrings of length
k . If no su h x exists then x is just the rst half of the text. Let y be the shortest
substring beginning in the middle of the text and having 5k 1 disjoint aperiodi
substrings of length k . If no su h y exists then y is just the se ond half of the text.
We laim that all pattern mat hes must lie within z = xy.
Suppose a mat h of the pattern has its left end to the left of x. Re all that the
text has length 2m 2k. Then, this pattern o urren e must tou h or overlap the
boundary of x and y and therefore, it must overlap the whole of x (otherwise, more
than k insertions/deletions would be required). But x has 5k 1 disjoint aperiodi
substrings of length k and at most 2(2k 1) of them an overlap breaks in the
pattern; the remaining k + 1 (or more) aperiodi text substrings of length k must
in ur at least one mismat h ea h (be ause an aperiodi substring of length k when
aligned with a periodi stret h with period length at most k =2 must in ur at least
one mismat h; also see Fig.1). Therefore, the pattern annot mat h in the above
on guration, a ontradi tion. Similarly, it an be shown that the pattern annot
mat h with its right end to the right of y.
Determining x; y: This is done in O(m) time using an algorithm similar to the
algorithm in Lemma 2.1.
7. Finding Mat hes of K -Break Periodi Patterns. In this se tion, we
assume that both the text and the pattern are k-break periodi . Re all that there are
at most 2k 1 (10k 2, respe tively) disjoint aperiodi length k substrings in the
pattern (text, respe tively)
su h that the stret hes between them are periodi with
k2
period length at most . Re all that these substrings are alled breaks.
7.1. The O(k ) Algorithm.. First, we lassify all potential mat hes into two
ategories. The rst ategory ontains potential mat hes in whi h some break in the
pattern or some endpoint in the pattern is within distan e 2(k + k ) + k from the
beginning or end of some break or endpoint in the text. The remaining potential
mat hes are in the se ond ategory.
7.1.1. The First Category. Note that mat hes in the rst ategory must begin
in one of O(k ) windows, ea h of size O(k ). All mat hes in these windows an be
found using the algorithm in Se tion 5 in O(k ) time. It remains to nd mat hes in
the se ond ategory.
7.1.2. The Se ond Category. Note that all potential mat hes in the se ond
ategory also begin in one of O(k ) windows. Within ea h window, the order in whi h
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breaks
v

u

w

. An interval.

Fig. 7.1

an interval
a break

. Pla ement of a portion of the pattern in the se ond ategory.

Fig. 7.2

the various text and pattern intervals appear from left to right remains the same. The
problem is that these windows ould be long. Consider one su h window.
De nitions. We need to form intervals in the text and the pattern before pro eeding.
First, we forms groups of breaks in the pattern and the text. A group is a maximal
sequen e of breaks su h that the periodi stret h between neighboring breaks has
length less than 2(k + k )+ k . An interval is a substring whi h in ludes all breaks in
a group and extends on either side by a further amount des ribed below. Let u denote
the anoni al period of the stret h to the left and let w denote the anoni al period
of the stret h to the right. On the2 left side, the interval extends to the least distan e
between k + k and k + k + k so as to have an integral number of o urren es of
u (see Fig.4). On the right side, the interval extends to the least distan e between
2
k + k and k + k + k so as to have an integral number of o urren es of w. Note that
there are at least 2(k + 1) o urren es of the anoni al period on either side. Thus,
ea h interval an be written in anoni al form as ui vwj , where jui j; jwj j  k + k ,
i; j  2(k +1) and u; w are not y li . We all u the l p (left anoni al period) of this
interval and w the r p (right anoni al period).
Note that there are potentially two ex eptions to the rules above, namely the rst
and the last intervals in the pattern/text. The leftmost interval may be terminated by
the left end of the pattern/text and therefore, may not satisfy jui j  k + k . Similarly,
the rightmost interval may be terminated by the right end of the pattern/text and
therefore, may not satisfy jwj j  k + k . Prematurely terminated intervals are alled
in omplete; others are alled omplete.
The ase when the pattern has only one interval, whi h is in omplete on both
the left and the right needs to be treated as a spe ial ase. We will address this ase
later. Until then, assume that ea h interval in the pattern is omplete either on the
right or on the left.
Properties of Se ond Category Mat hes. Note that in all mat hes in this ategory, an interval or endpoint in the pattern (text, respe tively) annot overlap or tou h
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AnInterval
u

t
p

. Lo ked Intervals.

Fig. 7.3

an interval in the text (pattern, 2respe tively). This is be ause the period length of
any periodi stret h is at most k and if su h an overlap o urs then some break or
endpoint in the text would be distan e at most 2(k + k ) + k from some break or
endpoint in the pattern. Further, in all mat hes in this ategory, the endpoints of an
interval will be lo ked, i.e., in alignment with the anoni al periods in the overlapping periodi stret h (see Fig.6), as is proved in the following lemmas. This property
enables us to pro ess this ategory eÆ iently.
2

3

2

2

Lemma 7.1.
The pattern has a se ond ategory mat h only if the l p's and
r p's of all pattern intervals (ex ept possibly the l p of the rst interval, in ase it is
in omplete on the left, and the r p of the last interval, in ase it is in omplete on the
right) and of all text intervals overlapping the pattern are identi al (denoted by, say,
u). In addition, in any se ond ategory mat h of the pattern, all periodi stret hes in
the text (pattern, respe tively) overlapping intervals in the pattern (text, respe tively)
must have anoni al period u.
Proof. First, onsider the rst part of the lemma. Order the intervals involved in

this mat h (i.e., all pattern intervals and all text intervals overlapping the pattern)
from left to right in order of o urren e. We show that the r p of one interval s in
this sequen e is identi al to the l p of the next interval s in this sequen e. Further,
if interval s in this sequen e is either omplete or in the text, we show that the l p
and r p of s are identi al. The rst part of the lemma follows.
Let u denote the r p of s and w denote the l p of s . Note that juj; jwj  k2 .
Further, the suÆx of s whi h is y li in u has length at least k + k and likewise
for the pre x of s whi h is y li in w.
There are two ases for showing that the r p of s is identi al to the l p of s .
First, suppose both intervals are in the pattern. Then they are both overlapped by a
periodi stret h in the text with anoni al period, say, x. But by Lemma 2.2, x = u
and x = w. Therefore, u = w, as required. Se ond, suppose s is in the text and s is
in the pattern (the ase when s is in the pattern and s is in the text is symmetri ).
Then s is overlapped in the pattern by a stret h with anoni al period w. By Lemma
2.2, u = w, as required.
Next, suppose s is in the text or is omplete. We show that its l p and r p are
identi al. First, note that s will be omplete in either ase (i.e., if the pattern overlaps
the rst/last text interval and this interval is in omplete, then this mat h is in the
rst ategory). Assume that s is a omplete interval in the text (the ase when s is
a omplete interval in the pattern is similar). Let u be the l p of s and v the r p.
Sin e s is omplete, the pre x of s whi h is y li in u has length
at least k + k as
does the suÆx of s whi h is y li in v. Note that juj; jvj  k2 . The portion of the
pattern overlapping s is periodi with anoni al period, say, x. Then, by Lemma 2.2,
x = v = u, as required.
Now, onsider the se ond part of the lemma. Consider a periodi stret h in the
text having anoni al period, say, w, whi h overlaps an interval s in the pattern.
Assume that s is omplete on the right (a similar proof holds for the ase when s is
1
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omplete on the left; any interval must be omplete either on the right or on the left,
by our assumption above). Note that juj; jwj  k2 . Further, the suÆx of s whi h
is y li in u has length at least k + k . It follows from Lemma 2.2 that u = w.
A similar proof holds for the ase of a periodi stret h with anoni al period w in
the pattern overlapping an interval s in the text (as stated earlier in this proof, s is
ne essarily omplete in this ase).
3

2

2

Lemma 7.2. Consider a mat h of the pattern in the se ond ategory. Consider
any interval s involved in this mat h (i.e., all pattern intervals and all text intervals
overlapping the pattern). If s is omplete on the left and has l p u then the portions
of the text and pattern between s and the next interval (text or pattern; if there is no
su h interval, then onsider the endpoint) to the left have suÆx u and in ur no ost
for edits. If s is omplete on the right and has r p u then the portions of the text and
pattern between s and the next interval (text or pattern; if there is no su h interval,
then onsider the endpoint) to the right have pre x u and in ur no ost for edits.
Proof. We show that if s is omplete on the left and has l p u then the portions

of the text and pattern between s and the next interval (text or pattern; if there is no
su h interval, then onsider the endpoint) to the left have suÆx u and in ur no ost
for edits. The other ase is symmetri . We assume that s o urs in the pattern. The
ase when it o urs in the text is similar.
Re all from the de nition of intervals that there are at least 2(k + 1) o urren es
of u at the beginning of s. Some instan e of u in s amongst the rightmost k + 1 su h
instan es must mat h the text exa tly. There are two ases now.
First, suppose there are no intervals to the left of s involved in the above se ond
ategory mat h. Then the portion of the pattern to the left of (and in luding) the
above exa t mat h of u has the form vui , where v is a suÆx of u. Therefore, the
portion of the text whi h overlaps the above portion of the pattern is also periodi
with anoni al period u (for an exa t mat h of u o urs within s and the portion of
the text overlapping s is part of a periodi stret h with anoni al period u, by Lemma
7.1). The lemma follows from the fa t that u is a pre x of s.
Next, suppose there is an interval to the left of s involved in the above se ond
ategory mat h. Let s0 be the rightmost su h interval. By Lemma 7.1, the r p of
s0 must also be u. As before, some instan e of u in s amongst the rightmost k + 1
instan es must mat h the pattern exa tly. Similarly, some instan e of u in s0 amongst
the leftmost k + 1 instan es must mat h the pattern exa tly. The portions of the
pattern and the text between the above two exa t mat hes of u are both y li in
u. The number of edit operations in these portions is at least the di eren e in their
lengths and is at most k. This number only redu es if all these edits are transferred
so that they o ur at the right end of these portions. Sin e there are at most k su h
edits, all of them will now appear either within s or the portion of the text overlapping
s. It follows that the portion of the text starting from the above mat hing instan e of
u in s0 and extending up to (but not in luding) the lo ation aligned with the starting
hara ter of s mat hes the pattern exa tly and is y li in u, as required.
De nition. For ea h interval of length l, de ne its lo ked edit distan e to be the
minimum over all g, h0  g  h, of the edit distan e between this interval and ug .
Here, h is the number su h that juj(h 1) < l + k  jujh and h0 is the number su h
that juj(h0 1) < l k  jujh0 . We ompute the lo ked edit distan e for ea h interval
in the text and the pattern. Here, note that this distan e is needed only if it is at
most k. So we will only ompute this distan e if it is at most k. This omputation
takes O(k ) time as there are O(k) intervals, and for ea h interval, the algorithm
3
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given in Se tion 5 will take O(k ) time (essentially, the shortest paths from ertain
points lying on some of at most 2k +1 diagonals need to be determined if these paths
have ost at most k).
We need spe ial handling for in omplete intervals. Note that in omplete intervals
in the text do not play a role in se ond ategory mat hes (i.e., if the pattern overlaps
the rst/last text interval and this interval is in omplete, then this mat h is in the
rst ategory). For the up to 2 in omplete intervals in the pattern, we need to rede ne
lo ked edit distan e as follows.
If the rightmost interval in the pattern is in omplete on the right, its lo ked edit
distan e is the the minimum edit distan e between this interval and some pre x of uh ,
where, h is the number su h that juj(h 1) < l + k  jujh. If the leftmost interval in
the pattern is in omplete on the left, its lo ked edit distan e is the the minimum edit
distan e between this interval and some suÆx of uh , where h is the number su h that
juj(h 1) < l + k  jujh. As before, these lo ked edit distan es need to be omputed
only if they do not ex eed k. This an be done in O(k ) time using the algorithm in
Se tion 5 (see the remarks at the end of that se tion).
2

2

Corollary 7.3. The edit distan e between the pattern and the text for a se ond
ategory mat h is just the sum of the lo ked edit distan es over all pattern intervals
and all text intervals overlapped by the pattern.
Proof. Consider any se ond ategory mat h. By Lemma 7.1, ea h interval in the

pattern is aligned with a periodi stret h in the text whi h is y li in u. Similarly,
ea h interval in the text overlapped by the pattern is aligned with a periodi stret h
in the pattern whi h is y li in u. From Lemma 7.2, it follows that ea h omplete
interval in the pattern (text, respe tively) is aligned with a string in the text (pattern,
respe tively) whi h is y li in u. Further, an in omplete interval in the pattern whi h
is omplete on the right (left, respe tively) is aligned with a string in the text whi h is
periodi with period u and has suÆx (pre x, respe tively) u (note that if the endpoint
of the text were loser, preventing a suÆx of u, this would be a rst ategory mat h).
The orollary follows from the de nition of lo ked edit distan e.
Remark. Our aim is to determine all lo ations in the text where mat hes of the pattern begin. Consider any se ond ategory mat h. Re all from the last paragraph of
the proof of Lemma 7.2 that edits in this mat h an be transferred to within pattern
and text intervals (or to within portions in the text and pattern, respe tively, overlapping these intervals) without in reasing the edit distan e. This transfer will not
hange the starting point of the mat h in the text, ex ept when the edits transferred
are to the left of the leftmost interval (pattern or text, whi hever is rst). Therefore,
edits to the left of the leftmost interval will have to be treated di erently while determining the starting points of the various mat hes. Next, we show how these starting
points an be determined in time O(k ) plus the number of mat hes.
Algorithm for Se ond Category Mat hes. All lo ked edit distan es are omputed
in O(k ) time as above. Re all from the beginning of this se tion that all se ond
ategory mat hes begin in one of O(k ) windows. Consider one su h window. The
pattern o urs in this window if and only if the sum of the lo ked edit distan es of the
relevant intervals is at most k. The pre ise ne essary and suÆ ient onditions for the
pattern to o ur starting at a parti ular text lo ation i in this window are des ribed
next.
Note that xing the window under onsideration also xes the left to right sequen e of text and pattern intervals involved in mat hes in this window. Consider the
leftmost interval (pattern or text, whi hever is rst). There are two ases, depending
4
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upon whether this interval is in the pattern or in the text. We onsider ea h ase in
turn. In ea h ase, we show that the total time taken to output all mat hes in this
window is O(k ) plus the number of mat hes.
Case 1. First, onsider the ase when this interval is in the pattern. Let x be the
pre x of the pattern up to and in luding the right end of this interval. Re all from
Lemma 7.2 that x must be aligned with a text substring with period u and having
suÆx u, in any mat h in this window. Let u0 be a proper suÆx of u su h that
the substring of the text beginning at lo ation i has the form u0 followed by several
o urren es of u. Let lef tval be de ned as the the minimum edit distan e between
x and some string y with the following property: y begins with u0 , ends with u, has
anoni al period u, and jxj k  jyj  jxj + k. The pattern o urs starting at text
lo ation i if and only if lef tval plus the lo ked edit distan e of all other pattern and
text intervals involved in mat hes in this window sum to at most k.
It remains to des ribe how lef tval is determined in this ase. We ompute the
edit distan es of x and ea h of the 2k + 1 longest suÆxes of the unique string having
anoni al period u, suÆx u, and length jxj + k. This takes O(k ) time using the
algorithm in Se tion 5 (see the remarks at the end of that se tion). For any relevant
lo ation i, lef tval is easily determined in onstant time from this information.
Case 2. Se ond, onsider the ase when the leftmost interval is a text interval. Let x
be the substring of the text starting from lo ation i and extending up to and in luding
the right end of this interval. Re all from Lemma 7.2 that x must be aligned with
a pattern substring with period u and having suÆx u, in any mat h in this window.
Let u0 be a proper suÆx of u su h that the pattern begins with u0 followed by several
o urren es of u. Let lef tval be de ned as the the minimum edit distan e between
x and some string y with the following properties: y begins with u0 , ends with u, has
anoni al period u, and jxj k  jyj  jxj + k. The pattern o urs starting at text
lo ation i if and only if lef tval plus the lo ked edit distan e of all other pattern and
text intervals involved in mat hes in this window sum to at most k.
lef tval is determined as follows for this ase. Note that x depends on the value
of i and that there are too many values of i whi h need to be onsidered. The key
to fast omputation of lef tval in this ase is that the i's an be partitioned into
O(k ) equivalen e lasses based on their o sets with respe t to the anoni al period
u. Spe i ally, if the left end of the pattern is shifted by distan e k , then the edit
distan e, if no more than k, is un hanged (so long as the left end of the pattern
remains in the window in question). For the left end of I has at least 2(k +1) disjoint
o uren es of u; one of them is aligned with a opy of u in the pattern. A shift of the
pattern left end by k units to the right an be thought of as removing this opy of u
from the text, thereby leaving the edit distan e un hanged.
We perform the following omputation. Let z denote the suÆx of u of length
ju0 j+ k, if juj  ju0 j+ k, and the string u, otherwise. Let x0 be formed by on atenating
z with the leftmost interval (whi h is a text interval in this ase). Let y 0 denote the
string with anoni al period u, suÆx u, and length jx0 j + k. For ea h of the k longest
suÆxes of x0 , we nd the edit distan es with ea h of the 3k longest suÆxes of y0 .
This takes O(k ) time using the algorithm in Se tion 5. (In fa t, we are really only
interested in suÆxes of y0 with pre x u0 .) For any relevant text lo ation i, lef tval is
easily determined in onstant time from this information.
Let u00 be that proper suÆx of u su h that the text substring starting at lo ation
i has pre x u00 followed by several o urren es of u. From Lemma 7.2, we note that if
juj  ju0 j + k and lef tval is at most k, then ju00 j  ju0j + k. Consider that suÆx x00 of
2

2

2
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x0

whi h has the form u00 followed by the leftmost interval. We laim that if lef tval
is at most k then it equals the minimum edit distan e of x00 with a suÆx y00 of y0
whose size is within k of x00 and whi h begins with u0 . To see this, the following three
observations suÆ e. First, x an be obtained from x00 and y from y00 by inserting
strings y li in u. Se ond, the leftmost interval is a suÆx of both x; x00 and has at
least 2(k + 1) disjoint o urren es of u at its left end. Third, in any approximate
mat h of x and y of value at most k, all but k of the various disjoint o urren es of
u must mat h exa tly; the same is true of any approximate mat h of x00 ; y 00 of value
at most k.
The Spe ial Case. We onsider the ase when there is only one interval in the
pattern and it is in omplete in both dire tions. Thus the whole pattern is a single
interval. In a se ond ategory mat h, the entire pattern is overlapped by2 a single
periodi stret h in the text with anoni al period, say w, of length at most k . Clearly,
in this situation, it suÆ es to nd mat hes beginning in any window of length jwj; all
se ond ategory mat hes in whi h the pattern is ompletely aligned with the periodi
stret h with anoni al period w an be interpreted from this information as
in the
k2
previous paragraph. All mat hes beginning in a window of length jwj  an be
found in O(k ) time using the algorithm in Se tion 5.
8. The O(k ) Algorithm. Re all that the pattern is k-break periodi . However,
the periods of the periodi stret hes between various pairs of onse utive breaks ould
be di erent. Suppose the pattern has at most 2k 1 and the text has at most 10k 2
bad segments of length at most 4juj ea h, su h that the stret hes between two adja ent
bad segments are y li with anoni al period u, for some string u. Su h texts and
patterns are alled even more periodi . First, we will show how to handle patterns
and texts whi h are not even more periodi in O(k ) time. The even more periodi
ase is the hardest and is handled in Se tion 8.1.
The following steps are performed to determine whether or not the pattern is
even more periodi , and to pro ess it in ase it is not.
Step 1. Re all that the periodi stret hes in the pattern ould have distin t periods.
We hoose a multiset U of disjoint substrings u ; : : : ; u k of the pattern as follows.
The periodi stret hes in the pattern are onsidered in non-in reasing order of period
length. For a parti ular stret h with anoni al period, say, v, all (or as many as
ne essary to a hieve the desired ardinality of 2k + 1) disjoint o urren es of v in it
are added to U . This pro edure ontinues until U has exa tly 2k + 1 substrings in it.
Sin e the pattern is assumed to have length at least 5k (see beginning of Se tion 2),
2k + 1 su h substrings always exist (re all all periods have length at most k =2, and
the total length of breaks is at most 2k ). Let w denote u k .
There are two ases now. If jwj  k then nothing is done in this step. Suppose
jwj > k. Then we show how to obtain O( jmwj ) windows, ea h of size k, in whi h pattern
mat hes an begin. In fa t, we show something stronger, namely, in any window of
size jwj in the text, there are only a onstant number of the above windows of size k
in whi h pattern mat hes an begin.
All o urren es of the ui 's in the text are found in linear time using a standard
multiple pattern mat hing algorithm [AC75℄. Next, the text is partitioned into disjoint
windows of size k ea h. Note that two o urren es of ui in the text o ur at least
distan e jui j apart (sin e ui is a anoni al period and therefore not y li ; see property
2 in Se tion 2 as well). Pattern mat hes in whi h ui mat hes exa tly must therefore
begin in O( jumj ) = O( jmwj ) windows; this is represented by putting a mark for ui on
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ea h su h window. Over all strings in U , the total number of marks put is at most
(2k +1) mjwj k (the size of the text is 2m 2k) and only windows with at least k +1
marks an have pattern mat hes beginning in them. It follows that pattern mat hes
an begin in only O( jmwj ) windows of size k ea h. In addition, any two windows whi h
are more than distan e k apart and whi h re eive k +1 marks ea h must both re eive
a mark for some ui . Sin e any two o urren es of ui o ur at least distan e jui j  jwj
apart, any two windows whi h are more than distan e k apart and whi h re eive k +1
marks ea h must a tually be distan e at least w 2k apart. It follows that in any
window of size jwj in the text, there are only a onstant number of the above windows
of size k in whi h pattern mat hes an begin. The total time taken is O(m).
We now in lude all o urren es of all ui 's whi h are not identi al to w as breaks in the
pattern. The number of breaks in the pattern is still O(k), ea h break being O(k ) in
length. In addition, all periodi stret hes have period lengths at most jwj. In the text,
all periodi stret hes with period lengths more than jwj are partitioned into disjoint
substrings of length k ; these substrings are also in luded as breaks. Note that one
substring in ea h stret h ould have length less than k ; this substring is just merged
with the next break to the right. So the text has several breaks now, ea h of length
between k and 2k . Now, as in Se tion 6, the text is trimmed so that it has only O(k)
breaks. The key property used in this trimming is that any break when aligned with a
periodi stret h in the pattern (whi h now has period length at most jwj) must in ur
at least one mismat h. Thus, both the pattern and the text now have O(k) breaks
of length O(k ) ea h, with all intervening periodi stret hes having period length at
most jwj.
Step 2. We partition p into disjoint pie es of length 2jwj. A pie e-substring is a
substring beginning and ending at pie e boundaries. A pie e-substring is homogeneous if at least three-fourths of the pie es in it have the same anoni al period; it is
heterogeneous otherwise.
Step 2: Case 1. If there exists a heterogeneous pie e-substring of length 2jwj(4k+1)
in the pattern, then this pie e-substring must overlap a break in the text in any mat h
of the pattern. This is be ause any alignment of this pie e-substring with a periodi
stret h (whi h now has period length at most jwj) is guaranteed to give at least k +1
mismat hes (at least k + 1 pie es will have a anoni al period di erent from the
anoni al period of the periodi stret h).
A heterogeneous pie e-substring, if one exists, an be found in O(m) time. In
addition, if su h a pie e-substring exists then all mat hes of the pattern must begin
in O(k) windows, ea h of size O(k + kjwj). If jwj  k then the total size of these
windows is O(k ) and all mat hes beginning in these windows an be found in O(k )
time using the algorithm in Se tion 5. If jwj > k, then these windows an be further
re ned by taking interse tions with the windows obtained in Step 1 (re all, pattern
mat hes begin in only O(1) length k windows in any length jwj window) to give O(k )
windows ea h of size O(k). Thus the total time taken to nd all mat hes using the
algorithm in Se tion 5 is O(k  k  k) = O(k ) in this ase as well.
Step 2: Case 2. Suppose there is no heterogeneous pie e-substring of length 2jwj 
(4k + 1) in the pattern. Then 3/4ths of the pie es in every pie e-substring of length
2jwj  (4k + 1) have the same anoni al period, u say, juj  jwj. Any periodi stret h
whi h has anoni al period di erent from u has length less than 2jwj(k + 1) + 4jwj =
2jwj(k+3), otherwise, there would be least k+1 omplete pie es o urring ontiguously
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within this periodi stret h, ea h having anoni al period di erent from u; any pie esubstring of length 2jwj(4k +1) ontaining these pie es would then be heterogeneous.
We now make ea h periodi stret h in the pattern whi h has a anoni al period
di erent from u and length at least 2jwj a break (this is in addition to the existing
breaks). Periodi stret hes in the pattern with anoni al periods di erent from u
and length less than 2jwj are appended to the next breaks to the right. Thus, the
pattern now has O(k) breaks, ea h of length O(jwjk + k ) and all intervening periodi
stret hes have period u.
In the text, we rede ne the breaks as follows. All existing breaks ontinue to
be breaks. Re all that ea h of these has length between k and 2k . Call these
breaks lass 1 breaks. All periodi stret hes with anoni al period di erent from u
also be ome breaks now; all these breaks lass 2 breaks. Next, both lasses of breaks
are together reorganized into a new set of breaks so that ea h resulting break has
length at least 4jwjk + 2k and at most 2(4jwjk + 2k ); this reorganization involves
lubbing together existing breaks to form new breaks by in luding intervening strings
and extending at the ends, or alternatively, partitioning a break into smaller breaks,
if ne essary. The length restri tions on the resulting breaks imply that the above
reorganization allows for ea h lass 1 break to be ontained ompletely inside some
resulting break; further, if a lass 2 break is broken down and distributed over several
resulting breaks, then ea h substring into whi h it is broken down has length at least
2jwj. Then, ea h resulting break ontains one of the following (below, the rst two
ases relate to those resulting breaks whi h in lude a lass 1 break and the third
relates to those resulting breaks whi h are derived from lass 2 breaks):
1. A length k aperiodi substring (these were the original breaks).
2. A substring with period length more than jwj and having at least two onse utive o urren es of the anoni al period
(see the new breaks de ned just
k2
before Step 2; also re all that jwj  ). Clearly, this anoni al period will
be di erent from u.
3. A substring of length 2jwj with period length at most jwj and anoni al period
di erent from u, juj  jwj.
Now, as in Se tion 6, the text is trimmed so that the total number of breaks in
ea h half of the text is O(k). The key property used in this trimming is that any text
break when aligned with a periodi stret h with anoni al period u in the pattern
must in ur at least one mismat h. This holds be ause of the properties listed above.
Thus, both the pattern and the text now have O(k) breaks of length O(k + jwjk)
ea h, with all intervening periodi stret hes having anoni al period u.
Now onsider those substrings of the pattern of length 2juj whi h do not have
anoni al period u. There are two sub ases now.
First, suppose there are at least 2k su h disjoint substrings. Then at least k of
these substrings must mat h exa tly in any mat h of the pattern. For su h a substring
to mat h exa tly, it must be aligned with a text substring whi h is not a periodi
stret h of u's. Re all that the text has O(k) breaks and that all intervening periodi
stret hes have anoni al period u. It follows that there are O(k) windows in whi h
possible mat hes of the pattern an begin, ea h window having length O(jwjk + k ).
If jwj  k then all these mat hes an be found in O(k  k  k) = O(k ) time using
the algorithm is Se tion 5. And if jwj > k then ea h of the above windows of size
O(jwjk + k ) an be further re ned by taking interse tions with the windows obtained
in Step 1 to get O(k ) windows of size O(k) ea h; the O(k ) time bound follows in
this ase as well.
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The se ond sub ase arises when there are fewer than 2k disjoint substrings of
length 2juj with anoni al period di erent from u in the pattern. As in Se tion 6,
the text an now be trimmed so that it has at most 10k 2 of these. Clearly, all
stret hes in the text and in the pattern between the above substrings are periodi
with anoni al period u (this follows from the fa t that if two substrings, both having
length 2juj and anoni al period u, overlap in juj lo ations, then their union also has
anoni al period u, by de nition). Next, by extending ea h substring of length 2juj
with anoni al period di erent from u on either side, the intervening stret hes an
be made y li in u (earlier they were just periodi with anoni al period u, but not
ne essarily y li ); the length of ea h su h substring an go up to 4juj in the pro ess.
Our text and pattern are now both even more periodi (de ned at the beginning of
this se tion).
8.1. The O(k ) Algorithm for the Even More Periodi Case. To get
a faster algorithm, we have to de ne intervals whi h have stronger properties than
those de ned in Se tion 7. We de ne an interval in the pattern (text, respe tively) to
be a set of disjoint substrings of the pattern (text, respe tively). Roughly speaking,
intervals are formed by extending bad segments (substrings of length between 2juj
and 4juj whi h do not have anoni al period u) at either end while skipping over
other intervals. Intervals will always have the property that they end in at least one,
possibly more, o urren es of the period u at ea h end. The span of an interval is
the substring between and in luding the leftmost and the rightmost hara ters in the
interval. In ontrast to the intervals de ned in Se tion 7, spans of intervals de ned
here ould be nested one inside the other.
Re all the de nition of lo king from Fig.6. We say that an interval in the pattern
(text, respe tively) lo ks in a parti ular alignment if the portion of the text (pattern,
respe tively), if any, with whi h this interval is aligned is a y li repetition of u.
Our strategy will be to identify intervals in the pattern and the text with total
length O(kjuj), with ea h interval having length at least 2juj. These intervals will
have the following property: in any mat h of the pattern, either some pattern interval
overlaps some text interval, or all the pattern and text intervals are lo ked.
All mat hes in the rst ategory learly o ur in at most O(k ) windows, ea h
of length maxfk; jujg. If juj  k then the total length of all these windows is O(k )
and all mat hes in these windows an be found in O(k ) time using the algorithm
in Se tion 5. If juj > k, then re all that juj  jwj, that potential mat hes of the
pattern have been determined in Step 1, and that there are only a onstant number of
windows of length k within any length jwj window in whi h these mat hes an begin.
It follows that all mat hes must again begin in O(k ) windows ea h of length O(k);
these mat hes an again be found in O(k ) time.
Mat hes in the se ond ategory will also o ur in O(k ) windows, but of larger
size. Whether or not the pattern mat hes in one su h window will depend upon the
lo ked edit distan e of some of the intervals de ned. These mat hes will be easy to
nd. In parti ular, if the pattern mat hes at a parti ular position in this window then
it will mat h at all positions whi h are shifts of multiples of juj from this position in
this window.
8.2. De ning Intervals. We show how the pattern is pro essed. The text is
pro essed similarly.
We de ne intervals to ontain all suÆ iently small strings that are not repetitions
of string u. More spe i ally, an interval I will be a string with a 2i -fold repetition of
string u at either end, for a suitable i. The best mat h of I with a string uk , (uk j  jI j),
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for suitable k will be in lo ked alignment. Intervals are hosen to minimize i in a sense
made pre ise below. Further, the intervals are hosen so that in any mat h in whi h
the intervals in the text and pattern do not overlap, the intervals are all in lo ked
alignment.
We de ne intervals as follows in O(log k) rounds. In ea h round, a set of partially
formed intervals inherited from the previous round is pro essed. These intervals will
be disjoint from ea h other. Some of the intervals being pro essed in the urrent round
will be fully formed at the end of this round; these will not be pro essed in subsequent
rounds. The remaining intervals will be pro essed further in the subsequent rounds.
The rst round begins with a minimal olle tion of disjoint intervals, alled initial
intervals, where ea h initial interval is just a bad segment (de ned at the beginning
of Se tion 8.1). Re all that the portions of the string between the initial intervals are
y li in u. The following pro edure is performed in ea h round i, i  1.
2i -Extending Interval I . For ea h partially formed interval I being pro essed in
the urrent round i, a 2i -extension is determined as below. Starting from the left end
of I , walk to the left skipping over any substrings in fully formed intervals until either
another partially formed interval is rea hed or 2i instan es of u have been en ountered.
The same pro edure is repeated at the right end. The substrings walked over in this
pro ess (ignore the substrings skipped over) along with the substrings in I together
onstitute the 2i -extension of I .
An interval I pro essed in round i is said to be su essful in this round if, after
extension, it does not overlap or tou h another extended interval on both the left and
on the right.
Finally, we form new intervals by taking a union of the various extended intervals.
Ea h new interval omprises maximal olle tions of extended intervals above su h that
onse utive extended intervals in ea h olle tion overlap or tou h ea h other. Thus,
if two extended intervals overlap or tou h then they be ome part of the same interval
now. Ea h new interval omprises exa tly those pattern positions whi h belong to
one of the extended intervals in the orresponding maximal olle tion of extended
intervals. Of these new intervals, some will be fully formed, as des ribed in the next
paragraph. Those whi h are not fully formed will be arried over to the next round.
Condition for Full-Formedness. Ea h interval will have an i-nested ost to be
de ned below. Those intervals I whose span has lo ked edit distan e (with respe t to
u) at most 2i plus the i-nested ost of I will be fully formed at the end of this round;
the remaining intervals will be pro essed again in the next round.
De nitions. The i- urrent ost of an interval I whi h is pro essed in round i is the
lo ked edit distan e of the span of I with respe t to u, if it is fully formed by the
end of round i, and 2i plus its i-nested ost, if it is not yet fully formed at the end of
round i. The nal ost of an interval is its urrent ost at the end of the last round
or its lo ked edit distan e (with respe t to u) if it is fully formed. The i-nested ost
of I is the sum of the nal osts of the fully formed intervals whi h were skipped over
while forming I and the (i 1)- urrent osts of those partially formed intervals whi h
are nested within I and were unsu essful in round i. As the base ase, we de ne the
0- urrent ost of an initial interval to be 1. Lemma 8.1 des ribes the motivation for
the above de nitions.
Lemma 8.1. For all i  0, the i- urrent ost of an interval I pro essed in round
i is
u's.

a lower bound on the ost of aligning the span
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Proof. Consider a least ost mat h of s in a periodi stret h of u's. If i = 0, then
the lemma follows from the fa t that initial intervals have anoni al periods di erent
from u and therefore in ur at least one mismat h. So assume that i > 0.
Note that s has 2i o urren es of u at either end, possibly interspersed with
intervals fully formed before round i. Some or all of these o urren es of u in s ould
be out of alignment with u's in text. If all these o urren es of u at the left end or
at the right end are out of alignment then the ost of aligning s is at least 2i plus,
indu tively, the i-nested ost. On the other hand, if at least one o urren e of u on
either side aligns, then we laim that all o urren es of u further to the extremes of
s from these two o urren es align as well. This is be ause the portions of s outside
these two o urren es of u onsist only of u's and other fully formed intervals, and
fully formed intervals, by indu tion, ost at least (and, of ourse, at most) their lo ked
edit distan e. Therefore, the ost of the best mat h of s is the same as its lo ked edit
distan e with respe t to u. The laim now follows from the fa t that the i- urrent
ost of I is the smaller of this distan e and 2i + i-nested ost.
Termination Conditions for the Rounds. The ith round is the last round if the
sum of the i- urrent osts of those intervals whi h are obtained in round i and are not
nested inside other intervals and the sum of the nal osts of those intervals that are
fully formed earlier and not nested inside other intervals (we all both these kinds of
intervals together nal intervals) ex eeds k, or if all intervals are fully formed. When
the sum of the above osts is more than k, all mat hes of the pattern must have some
interval in the text overlapping or tou hing some interval in the pattern. Clearly,
the number of rounds is O(log k). The ost of pro essing a round, i.e., extending
and omputing the osts, is O(k ) (ea h of up to O(k) intervals requires a lo ked
edit distan e al ulation and ea h al ulation is performed in O(k ) time using the
algorithm des ribed in Se tion 5). This an be redu ed to O(k ) time, by performing
the edit distan e al ulations more arefully, keeping in mind that the olle tive error
that an be tolerated over all edit distan e al ulations is k. However, the bound of
O(k ) per round suÆ es to a hieve our nal bound of O(k ).
Remark on the Text. A similar formation of intervals is done in the text, ex ept
that interval formation ontinues until ea h interval is either fully formed or log k +1
rounds are done, whi hever is sooner.
Spe ial Cases. The above interval formation algorithm needs to be suitably modi ed
to a ount for the endpoints of the text and the pattern. We will very brie y sket h
the spe ial handling of intervals whi h en ounter premature termination at either the
left or the right end. Consider an interval whi h is prematurely terminated on the
left. Intervals prematurely terminated on the right are handled similarly. In future
rounds, this interval will be extended only to the right, until it is fully formed. Re all
that full-formedness is related to the lo ked edit distan e of span of the interval (with
respe t to u). The lo ked edit distan e for su h intervals is de ned as in Se tion 7
(i.e., the span of this interval need not be aligned with a y li string of u's but with
a string whose anoni al period is u and whi h has suÆx u).
Interval Lengths. We need the following lemma before des ribing the remainder of
the algorithm.
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Lemma 8.2. The length of the span s of an interval I obtained in round i is at
most 8juji- urrent ost of I .
Proof. Consider the various initial intervals J in s. For ea h su h initial interval

J

, onsider the interval intj (J ) whi h is the unique interval pro essed in round j
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whose span ontains J . There may not be su h an interval, of ourse. J is said to
be alive in round j if it is the leftmost (rightmost, respe tively) initial interval in
intj (J ) at the beginning of round j and intj (J ) hasn't yet rea hed the left endpoint
(right endpoint, respe tively). Let the last round in whi h J is alive be denoted by
last(J ). The ontribution of J to s is de ned to be the sum of the lengths of all the
strings involved in extending the intervals int (J ); : : : ; intlast J (J ), plus the length of
J itself. Clearly, the length of s is at most the sum of the lengths of the ontributions
of the various initial intervals in s.
J
The ontribution of J is at most 2(Plast
2l )juj+jJ j  2(2last J
2)juj+
l
last J
4juj  2  2
 juj, if last(J ) 6= 0, and jJ j  4juj, otherwise. The (last(J ) 1)urrent ost of intlast J (J ) is at least 2last J plus its (last(J ) 1)-nested ost,
if last(J )  1. We all the quantity 2last J the apa ity of J (unless last(J ) = 0,
in whi h ase, the apa ity is de ned to be 1). It is easy to see that the apa ities of
the various initial intervals in s sum to at most the i- urrent ost of I . The lemma
follows.
The Algorithm. First, intervals are formed as above. Next, two minimal sets of nal
text intervals, one on either side of the middle of the text, ea h with total nal ost
ex eeding k are hosen (if either of these two sets does not have nal ost ex eeding
k , all the text intervals in the orresponding half are taken). By Lemma 8.2, the total
lengths of the spans of these nal text intervals and the nal pattern intervals will
be O(kjuj). Ignore the remaining text intervals for the moment. Ea h mat h in the
span of one of these text intervals that overlaps or tou hes the span of one of the nal
pattern intervals is found. In addition, mat hes in whi h one of the endpoints of the
pattern is aligned with one of these text intervals in found. These mat hes o ur in
O(k ) windows ea h of size O(maxfk; jujg). If juj > k then ea h of the above windows
of an be further re ned by taking interse tions with the windows obtained in Step 1
to get O(k ) windows of size O(k) ea h. All su h mat hes an then be found in O(k )
time using the algorithm in Se tion 5.
Next, we onsider the remaining mat hes of the pattern. Note that the spans of
the the nal intervals in the pattern annot overlap with the spans of the above nal
intervals hosen in the text. In addition, the text an be trimmed so as to ontain
only the above nal intervals, by an argument similar to the one used in Se tion 6.
The reason for this is that, by Lemma 8.1, the above nal intervals in the left half
of the text will in ur more than k mismat hes if all of them are overlapped by the
pattern (note that they must all be aligned with periodi stret hes having anoni al
period u in the mat hes being onsidered), and likewise for the above nal intervals
in the right half. It follows that the spans of the nal intervals in the pattern annot
overlap with the spans of any of the nal intervals in the text, in any of the remaining
mat hes.
The remaining mat hes o ur in O(k ) windows as well. Consider one su h window. Consider the nal osts of the nal intervals in the pattern and the nal osts
of those nal intervals in the text whi h overlap the pattern. If any one of these text
intervals is partially formed then the pattern annot mat h the text, be ause the nal
ost of this text interval is more than k and Lemma 8.1 implies that the span of this
interval must in ur more than k edit operations when aligned with a periodi stret h
of u's. Similarly, if any of pattern intervals is partially formed then again the sum of
the nal osts of these pattern intervals ex eeds k and the pattern annot mat h. So
suppose that all these text and pattern intervals are fully formed. Then the nal ost
of ea h su h interval is its lo ked edit distan e. If the sum of these nal osts is at
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most k then the pattern mat hes at intervals of juj in this window with all these nal
intervals lo ked, and otherwise it does not mat h anywhere in this window. The preise lo ations where mat hes o ur an be determined as in the algorithm for se ond
ategory mat hes des ribed towards the end of Se tion 7.1.2.
3
9. Is O( nkm +n+m) Running Time Possible?. The following text and pattern
appear to form a hard ase for our problem. They are de ned in terms of an a y li
string u. Apart from (k) substrings, ea h of length equal to juj = (k), the text
and the pattern are periodi with period u. Suppose these bad substrings appear at
intervals of (k ) in the text and at intervals of (k) in a length (k ) pre x of
the pattern. There are (k ) windows, ea h of size k, in whi h one of these pattern
substrings overlaps some text substring. Exa tly one bad pattern substring overlaps
a bad text substring in any of the pattern pla ements in these windows. Our urrent
O(k ) algorithm will take (k ) time to determine mat hes, if any, in ea h window,
giving an (k ) time algorithm for this ase. However, it is on eivable that an
algorithm whi h takes O(k) amortized time per window an be obtained by observing
that the average edit distan e between pairs of text-pattern substrings must be O(1),
otherwise there an be few mat hes. The diÆ ulty we fa e is that the o urren es of
u among the bad substrings of the pattern need not align with o urren es of u in
the text.
10. The Weighted Case. In the weighted ase deletions of di erent hara ters
and the various substitutions may have di ering osts, but by way of normalization,
all will be required to have ost at least 1.
The approximate mat hes with ost  k an be found using essentially the same
algorithm; the only hange needed is to the Landau-Vishkin algorithm, to take a ount
of the di ering osts. The details are left to the reader.
A important appli ation in the weighted ase is to mat h a pattern against a
database of strings. We would like to apply the above algorithm. For eÆ ien y, one
approa h would be to have a pre omputed suÆx tree for the database of strings. This
suÆx tree would then need to be in remented to in orporate the pattern string so
as to enable the above algorithm to be used. Following the mat h al ulation, the
modi ation to the suÆx tree would need to be undone. It would also be useful to
support both insertions and deletions to the database. We leave this topi as an open
problem.
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